Respiratory healthcare by design: Computational approaches bringing respiratory precision and personalised medicine closer to bedside.
Precision medicine represents a potentially powerful means to alleviate the growing burden of chronic respiratory diseases. To realise its potential, however, we need a systems level understanding of how biological events (signalling pathways, cell-cell interactions, tissue mechanics) integrate across multiple spatial and temporal scales to give rise to pathology. This can be achieved most practically in silico: a paradigm that offers tight control over model parameters and rapid means of testing and generating mechanistic hypotheses. Patient-specific computational models that can enable identification of pathological mechanisms unique to patients' (omics, physiological, and anatomical) profiles and, therefore, personalised drug targets represent a major milestone in precision medicine. Current patient-based models in literature, especially medical devices, cardiac modelling, and respiratory medicine, rely mostly on (partial/ordinary) differential equations and have reached relatively advanced level of maturity. In respiratory medicine, patient-specific simulations mainly include subject scan-based lung mechanics models that can predict pulmonary function, but they treat the (sub)cellular processes as "black-boxes". A recent advance in simulating human airways at a cellular level to make clinical predictions raises the possibility of linking omics and cell level data/models with lung mechanics to understand respiratory pathology at a systems level. This is significant as this approach can be extended to understanding pathologies in other organs as well. Here, I will discuss ways in which computational models have already made contributions to personalised healthcare and how the paradigm can expedite clinical uptake of precision medicine strategies. I will mainly focus on an agent-based, asthmatic virtual patient that predicted the impact of multiple drug pharmacodynamics at the patient level, its potential to develop efficacious precision medicine strategies in respiratory medicine, and the regulatory and ethical challenges accompanying the mainstream application of such models.